
Cuba seeks alternatives to the
electro-energy situation



Alternatives in Camagüey in the face of the electro-energy situation.     Image: Cadenagramonte

Camagüey, May 22 (RHC) -- Given the complex electro-energy situation in the country, the government in
the third most populated city in Cuba is currently seeking alternatives for both food supply and
recreational options.

To guarantee that an important part of the population has feasible access to basic security, measures
such as the distribution of processed foods to the most vulnerable sectors are put in place.

Better planning in the distribution itself has led to results that, although they do not fully satisfy all the
needs of the people, do provide relief in the face of the momentary contingency.

The Radio Cadena Agramonte portal on the internet reports that the president of the Municipal Assembly
of People's Power, Dixami Rodríguez, “explained that at the community and Popular Council level they
have managed to bring around four thousand rations of food to the population through mobile sales. and
with great acceptance.”

The publication also adds that "Rodríguez highlighted that the initiative approved by the territory's
Assembly, together with the Municipal Restaurants and Recreation Centers Company (EMURE) and the
Business Group of Commerce, has caused a favorable impact."

Meanwhile, in the recreational section, the infrastructure made up of various institutions and organizations
of the Cuban Ministry of Culture has made it possible for brigades of artists to animate various
communities.

The note from the Cadena Agramonte site highlights that “recreation and leisure with sports games for
children and adolescents and the enjoyment of art also reach the Camagüey neighborhoods through the
Golpe a Golpe Sociocultural Project, belonging to the Hermanos Saíz Association.” .

The Cuban government seeks variants so that insurance for its population arrives in complex times,
alternatives that are a capital relief for the continuity of life and functioning in Cuba.

https://www.radiohc.cu/en/noticias/nacionales/355362-cuba-seeks-alternatives-to-the-electro-energy-
situation
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